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• “Bill Gates Plots a Global Pandemic Prison State”
“The top two exhibits emerged over the weekend. New York Times: “We’re Making the Same Mistakes 
Again” by Bill Gates. Wall Street Journal: “What Worked Against Covid: Masks, Closures and Vaccines” 
by Tom Frieden (former head of CDC). Gates deploys his privileged place at the New York Times to 
agitate once again for a Global Health Emergency Corps, ensconced at the World Health Organization 
and managed by the same people who created the pandemic response this time around. In other words, it 
would be the core of the global government pushing more lockdowns for the world—lockdowns to wait 
for another round of vaccines. If you can believe it, he has learned nothing from the last mess that he 
created. Indeed, he is completely shameless about it. In his view, the only problem is that we didn’t lock 
down fast enough, get vaccines out fast enough, and conduct enough research ahead of time to craft the 
perfect vaccine. And yes, this necessarily requires gain-of-function research.”
www.theepochtimes.com/bill-gates-plots-a-global-pandemic-prison-state_5138824.html 

• “Fauci Wanted Universal Human Separation Forever”
“While millions were locked down, forbidden from going to events or even church, and the schools and 
arts were shut down, people kept asking a fundamental question: Why is this happening, what is 
government doing, and what is the exit strategy? There were a number of possibilities.” (The report 
examines emails sent by Dr Anthony Fauci.)
www.theepochtimes.com/fauci-wanted-universal-human-separation-forever_5098141.html 

• “The Gender Pronoun Backlash and the Vindication of Jordan Peterson”
“In 2016, Jordan B. Peterson, a somewhat obscure psychologist from Canada, made headlines for 
refusing to participate in the gender pronoun charade. He argued, reasonably and persuasively, that terms 
like “gender identity” and “gender expression” were far too broad. Moreover, he suggested, the 
“propositions of radical social constructionists” were (and still are) being used to coerce people into using
language they weren’t comfortable using. Compelled speech, he rightly asserted, is the antithesis of free 
speech. Gender pronouns, insisted the outspoken academic, had little, if any, place in civilized society. 
Six years on, Jordan Peterson is one of the biggest public intellectuals on the planet, and gender pronouns
appear to be everywhere. However, according to a new report, including gender pronouns on your CV, 
contrary to popular belief, won’t help you land a job. In fact, gender pronouns could end up costing you a
job. Are we witnessing a gender pronoun backlash? If so, it’s about time.”
www.theepochtimes.com/the-gender-pronoun-backlash-and-the-vindication-of-jordan-
peterson_5105183.html 

• “The Coercive Control Con Job”
“Talk about a meltdown. The explosive reaction from Liberal troops seeking votes for New South Wales (NSW) 
Attorney General Mark Speakman at the voting centre in his local electorate was not unexpected. The cause of 
their wrath was a group of women, from Mothers of Sons, who were entertaining queueing voters with their spoof 
video featuring a smiling housewife showing off her bottle of “new coercive control.”” 
www.theepochtimes.com/the-coercive-control-con-job_5140458.html 
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• “European Country Becomes the First to Veer Away From Lab Meat and Insects”
“Italy’s government approved a bill on Tuesday banning the production and use of lab-manufactured food
and animal feed, as the nation attempts to preserve Italian food heritage and steer away from synthetic 
choices. “A battle of civilizations. In defense of citizens’ health, of our production model, of our quality, 
of our culture, simply our food sovereignty,” said Italian minister of agriculture Francesco Lollobrigida in
a tweet Wednesday, adding: “Italy is the first nation in the world to say no to synthetic foods.””
www.theepochtimes.com/italy-becomes-the-first-nation-to-veer-away-from-lab-meat-and-
insects_5164270.html 

• “Google Whistleblower Unveils the Truth”
“In this episode of Counterculture, Danielle looks at how the Left uses artificial intelligence to push their 
agenda of critical race theory and Marxism. She interviews former senior engineer Zach Vorhies, a 
Google whistleblower, about his experience at Google and how the company changed leading up to 
Donald Trump’s election in 2016. He shows us how Google and Youtube censor conservative voices and 
use their power to silence us.”
www.theepochtimes.com/google-whistleblower-unveils-the-truth_5132850.html 

• “Oppose Digital Currency—Communism Beyond Marx’s Dreams”
“the looming possibility of digital currency takes the war on individual freedom to a different level, 
creating a kind of communist control system beyond Karl Marx’s wildest imagination. The specter of this
possibility is all around us, especially now with markets and banks crashing…With its digital, real-time 
ability to track every dollar spent by every citizen and consequently dictate where they could spend their 
now-digital money, along with the means to shut off the tap instantly should they disobey, the U.S. (or 
global) government would have a level of control that would make every totalitarian from Stalin to Xi 
green with envy.”
www.theepochtimes.com/oppose-digital-currency-communism-beyond-marxs-dreams_5126611.html 

• “The Dark Secrets of the Childhood Immunization Schedule and the Vaccine Approval Process” (Part 1)
“Robert F. Kennedy Jr., the founder and chief legal counsel of Children’s Health Defense and author of 
“The Real Anthony Fauci,” shares his journey from environmental activist to a fierce critic of the vaccine
approval process in this comprehensive two-part interview. Not a single vaccine on the childhood 
immunization schedule has been tested against a true saline placebo, he argues.”
www.theepochtimes.com/robert-f-kennedy-jr-part-1-the-dark-secrets-of-the-childhood-immunization-
schedule-and-the-vaccine-approval-process_5114709.html 

• “From Event 201 to Dark Winter, the Pandemic Simulations That Foreshadowed Our New Reality” (Part 2)
“In part two, he explains how U.S. government tools developed for influencing overseas populations were 
deployed on Americans. We also take a look at the string of pandemic simulations conducted in the last few 
decades—detailed in his book “The Real Anthony Fauci”—and the eerie similarities he discovered.”
www.theepochtimes.com/robert-f-kennedy-jr-part-2-from-event-201-to-dark-winter-the-pandemic-
simulations-that-foreshadowed-our-new-reality_5116490.html 
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